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Abstract 
The physical reasoning, results of simulation, and experiments show that in the tube circumferential direction, the 

standard shear wave angle probes have an additional focusing provided by the cylindrically concave inner and 

outer surfaces of the tube, which work actually as a second focusing acoustic lens. As result, the total focal lengths 

of angle probes are less than nominal values. Besides, the standard angle probes do not have the focal points after 

angle refraction and reflection on the flat or cylindrical surfaces, because these surfaces distort the oblique 

converging spherical wave front, transmitted by the angle probe. Consequently, the “focal areas” of the shear wave 

angle probes are distorted and stretched. Various methods able to improve the uniformity of the detection level and 

flaw sensitivity, i.e. to provide the better focusing on the inside and outside tube surface, are discussed. 

 

Keywords: ultrasonic inspection of tubes, angle techniques and probes, focusing by angle probes. 

 

1 Introduction 

Ultrasonic testing (UT) of different tubes is a commonly used inspection method. Various 

techniques are employed for tube examination in order to detect, characterize and size such 

“abnormal” areas as flaws, laminations, pores, inclusions, microstructure imperfections, 

inhomogeneities, grain size variations, material morphology changes, etc. However, sometimes 

results of the inspection are not satisfactory due to the insufficient sensitivity. One of the main 

reasons of low sensitivity is a poor focusing of the acoustic beams, because of the additional 

focusing caused by the cylindrically concave inner and outer surfaces of the tube, which work 

actually as a second focusing acoustic lens. Such additional focusing is usually not taken into 

account. This is applicable to all normal beam (NB) and angle shear wave probes used for tube 

inspection. The results presented below are based on the UT inspection of the pressure tubes 

(PT) in the CANDU reactors [1].  

 

Typically the axial and circumferential pulse-echo (PE) and pitch-catch (PC) techniques are 

used for the tube testing to detect, characterize and size flaws located within the tube wall, on 

the inside surface or outside surface of the PT in CANDU reactors [1]. (Sometimes terms inside 

diameter (ID) and outside diameter (OD) are used in context of inside and outside surfaces, 

respectively). NB longitudinal waves and angle beam shear waves propagated in the axial and 

circumferential directions are commonly employed. Each technique has its advantages and 

deficiencies. For simplicity we assume that tube is filled with water, access is possible only 

from within, and all probes are positioned inside the tube.  

 

The goal of this investigation was to determine the means, providing a proper focusing for the 

angle shear wave probes and, respectively, the better detection uniformity and the ID/OD flaw 

sensitivity balance in the PE mode of operation; and also the higher degree of the UT beams 

from two PC probes crossover on the PT ID in the both circumferential and axial PC modes.   

 

2 Focusing by angle shear wave probes  

Theoretically, the standard shear wave angle probes used for inspection are typically focused 

under nominal conditions (properly centered Rotary Probe Module (RPM), nominal PT 
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diameter and wall thickness, zero PT sag, etc.) in the middle of the PT wall. This should 

provide approximately equal response in the PE mode from similar flaws located on the ID and 

OD. However in reality, the ID response is always a few dB less than the OD one. This occurs 

probably because of two reasons.  

 

First of all, the spherically focused angle probes do not have the focal points after refraction on 

the flat, cylindrical or spherical surfaces and subsequent reflections from such surfaces, because 

the refraction/reflection surfaces oriented at angle distort the oblique converging spherical 

wave front, transmitted by focused probe. Consequently, the acoustic fields of the angle probes 

oriented in the circumferential direction (clock-wise (CW) and counter-clock-wise (CCW) 

probes) and acoustic fields of the angle probes oriented in the axial direction (forward (FW) 

and backward (BW) probes) do not have the focal points: their “focal zones” are distorted and 

stretched (see Figs. 2-1 and 2-2 below). To obtain the focal point for the focused angle probe 

after refraction and subsequent reflection on the flat or cylindrical surfaces, the working surface 

of this probe should have a complex curved shape, e.g. an ellipsoidal shape [2]. 

 

Secondly, the acoustic field of the angle CW and CCW spherically focused probes in the 

circumferential direction depends not only on the probe acoustic lens with a specified focal 

length (FL), but also on the tube curvature, which works as a “second acoustic lens” during the 

UT wave refraction at the ID and subsequent reflection at the OD. As result, there are actually 

two converging acoustic lenses, working together in the circumferential direction: the real 

standard acoustic lens of the focused angle probe for PT inspection [1] with FL=33mm (in 

water) and the tube cylindrically concave inner and outer surfaces - a “second acoustic lens”. 

As result, the total focal length of the actual acoustic focusing system, consisting of these two 

lenses, is not 33mm but about 26mm, see calculations based on formula (1) below. 

Subsequently, in the circumferential direction, the CW and CCW probes are focused mainly on 

the PT OD. Analogous effect, although to a lesser degree, takes place for the angle shear wave 

axially positioned FW and BW probes.    

 

We performed investigation of the actual focusing systems of the angle shear wave probes. 

This analysis was based on the examination of acoustic fields of the flat (non-focused) NB and 

angle CCW probes in the circumferential direction (see Fig. 2-1) and angle FW probe in the 

axial direction (see Fig. 2-2). Note that for a clarity, i.e. in order to distinguish the UT beams, 

transmitted from the probe (red rays), refracted (blue rays), reflected (green rays), and 

transmitted in water (violet rays), we used “an almost NB” non-focused probe (i.e. a flat probe 

oriented at a small incident angle), shown in Fig. 2-1a. Also for a clarity (in order to show how 

even “an almost non-focused” angle probe works), we used a long-focused angle FW probe 

with FL=50mm, oriented in the axial direction and shown in Fig. 2-2. Recall that there is no 

point to analyze acoustic field of the NB probe in the axial direction, because in this case there 

will be no additional focusing after refraction at the ID and subsequent reflection at the OD on 

the plane surfaces. 

 

Fig. 2-1 shows that in the circumferential direction even a NB non-focused (flat) probe 

provides focusing after refraction at the PT ID and subsequent reflection at the PT OD. The 

angle non-focused probe also provides focusing after refraction and reflection, but at the same 

time it forms significantly distorted acoustic field without a clear focal point. It occurs because 

the acoustic rays, transmitted from different parts of the probe, impact the ID at the different 



incident angles. As result, these beams are refracted at the ID respectively at the different 

angles, and after that they are reflected at the OD also at the different angles. 

 

     
Figure 2-1. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in the circumferential direction. 

“Almost NB” non-focused probe (a) and angle CCW non-focused probe (b). Probes: non-

focused, center frequency f=10MHz, aperture diameter D=9.5mm, water-path WP=20.6mm, 

incident angle α=25
0
 for angle probe. 

 

 

       
 

Figure 2-2. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in the axial direction. Angle FW 

long-focused probe: FL=50mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=21
0
. 

 

One can see in Fig. 2-2 that in the axial direction the angle long-focused probe provides 

focusing, but the focal length of this system does not correspond to the probe focal length 

FL=50mm. This will be explained below. At the same time, such focusing system has a 

significantly distorted acoustic field without a clear focal point. It occurs because the acoustic 

rays, transmitted from the different parts of the probe, impact the ID at the different incident 
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angles. As result, these beams are refracted at the ID respectively at the different angles, and 

after that they are reflected at the OD also at the different angles. 

 

Fig. 2-1a, presenting acoustic field of the NB probe in the circumferential direction, shows that 

both PT cylindrical surfaces, ID and OD, work together as an additional acoustic lens with 

focal length FLPT circ≈31mm in water. This value can be easily obtained adding three focused 

parts of the UT beam trajectory: ~6mm distance from the PT ID to the OD (recalculated for 

water) for the refracted beam (blue rays), ~6mm distance from the PT OD to the ID (also 

recalculated for water) for the reflected beam (green rays), and ~19mm distance from the PT ID 

to the focal point in water for the transmitted beam (violet rays). But we are actually interested 

only in two focusing processes, during the refraction at the PT ID and subsequent reflection at 

the OD, because only these two factors provide additional focusing for angle shear wave probes 

in the real PE and PC modes of operation. In other words, the UT beam transmitted in water 

after “half-skip”, is not employed in the currently used inspection systems for CANDU reactors 

[1]. That is why we can ignore another additional focusing occurring during refraction at the 

interface tube/water for the beam transmitted into water from the PT, because this refraction 

does not contribute to the additional focusing within the PT wall in the actual PE and PC 

modes. Without such refraction, the focal point in the violet beam will be slightly closer to the 

PT ID than it is actually located in Fig. 2-1a. Recall, that “Imagine-3D” software package does 

not allow ignoring such refraction for the UT beam transmitted from the PT into water.   

 

As result, the whole acoustic focusing system in the circumferential direction for the CW and 

CCW probes contains two lenses: the real acoustic lens of the probe with focal length in water 

FLlens=33mm and an additional acoustic “tube-lens” with focal length FLPT circ≈31mm in water. 

The distance d between these two lenses is about d≈24mm. This value was obtained adding 

~21mm of the water-path (WP) (distance from the probe to the PT ID) and distance ~3mm 

from the PT ID to the center of the PT wall (recalculated for water), because we can consider 

that “tube-lens” is positioned approximately in the middle of the tube wall since this lens 

performs focusing by using both surfaces, i.e. focusing during refraction at the PT ID and 

focusing during reflection at the PT OD.  

 

Now using the obtained values (FLlens=33mm, FLPT circ≈31mm, d≈24mm) and employing the 

lens combination formula, we can calculate the effective (combined) focal length FLcomb circ of 

the whole acoustic focusing system for the angle shear wave ANDE probes in the 

circumferential direction for a combination of two lenses: 

 

                        FLcomb circ = ( FLlens · FLPT circ) / (FLlens + FLPT circ – d) ≈ 26mm                         (1) 

 

As one can see, the obtained total effective focal length of the acoustic focusing system, 

consisting of two lenses for the angle shear wave probes, is really not 33mm but about 26mm in 

the circumferential direction. 

 

Fig. 2-2, presenting acoustic field of the angle probe in the axial direction with FLlens=50mm, 

shows that both PT surfaces, ID and OD, work as an additional acoustic lens with focal length 

FLPT axi≈92mm in water. This value was obtained using the following technique. As Fig. 2-2 

shows, in this case the total (effective) combined focal length of the focusing system in the 

axial direction FLcomb axi≈39mm, because this value is the sum of the four components: ~21mm 

distance (WP) from the probe to the PT ID in water for the transmitted beam (red rays), ~6mm 



distance from the PT ID to the OD (recalculated for water) for the refracted beam (blue rays), 

~6mm distance from the PT OD to the ID (recalculated for water) for the reflected beam (green 

rays), and ~6mm distance from the PT ID to the focal point in water for the transmitted beam 

(violet rays). Note, that as we have already done above for the circumferential direction, we 

should again ignore refraction at the interface tube/water for the UT beam transmitted into 

water from the PT, because in the actual currently used PE and PC modes of operation in the 

PT inspection systems [1], this refraction process does not contribute to the additional focusing 

within the PT wall. Without such refraction, the focal point in the violet beam will be slightly 

closer to the ID than it is actually located in Fig. 2-2. As result, the respective calculation for 

the case presented in Fig. 2-2, gives FLcomb axi≈39mm. This value can be used to calculate the 

focal length of the “tube-lens” in the axial direction, i.e. FLPT axi. 

 

The whole acoustic focusing system in the axial direction for the FW and BW angle probes 

contains two lenses: the actual acoustic lens of the probe with focal length in water FLlens and 

an additional acoustic “tube-lens” with unknown focal length FLPT axi. The distance d between 

these two lenses is about d≈24mm. This value was obtained adding ~21mm of the WP 

(distance from the probe to the PT ID) and distance ~3mm from the PT ID to the center of the 

PT wall (recalculated for water), because we can consider that “tube-lens” is positioned 

approximately in the middle of the tube wall since this lens performs focusing by using both 

surfaces, i.e. focusing during refraction at the PT ID and during reflection at the OD.  

 

For the case presented in Fig. 2-2, i.e. for the angle probe with FLlens=50mm, we can use the 

respective obtained data (FLcomb axi≈39mm, FLlens=50mm, d≈24mm) and formula (1) in order to 

calculate the unknown focal length FLPT axi of the “tube-lens” in the axial direction. The result 

is FLPT axi ≈ 92mm.  

 

Now using the obtained value FLPT axi≈92mm and the lens combination formula (1), we can 

finally calculate the effective (combined) focal length FLcomb axi of the whole standard focusing 

system in the axial direction for a general case, i.e. for a combination of the actual probe lens 

with standard focal length FLlens=33mm and the “tube-lens” with focal length FLPT axi≈92mm 

located at the distance d≈24mm from probe. The obtained result is FLcomb axi ≈ 30mm. Thus, the 

obtained total effective focal length of the standard inspection acoustic focusing system, 

consisting of two lenses for the angle shear wave probes, is really not 33mm but about 30mm in 

the axial direction. 

 

Now, when we know the components, which contribute to the focusing of the shear waves, and 

what the actual focal lengths of the focusing systems are, we can investigate methods providing 

a proper focusing for the angle shear wave probes in the axial and circumferential directions, 

and therefore increasing the uniformity of the detection level, (the ID/OD flaw sensitivity 

balance in the PE mode), and improving the degree of the UT beams crossover from two PC 

probes on the PT ID in the PC mode of operation. 

 

3 Acoustic field analysis in the PE mode 

It will be shown below that, if the standard shear wave angle probes, employed for inspection 

in the PE mode, are used at the shorten WP, or if the probes with a larger FL are used as the 

shear wave angle probes at the standard WP, then focusing is improved and respectively the 

detectability, resolution, sensitivity, and measurement accuracy are higher.  



3.1 CW and CCW probes in the circumferential PE mode 
Acoustic field of the standard shear wave CCW angle probe in the circumferential direction is 

shown in Fig. 3-1. Note that analogous acoustic field in the circumferential direction is also 

created by the CW probe. 

 

          
Figure 3-1. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in the circumferential direction (a) 

and axial direction (b). Probe: standard shear wave angle CCW, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, 

D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. 

 

As one can see, the CCW probe is really focused in the middle of the PT wall in water in the 

axial direction (see Fig. 3-1b). Fig. 3-1b clearly demonstrates that spherically focused probe has 

focal point after refraction and subsequent reflection on the flat surface oriented normally to the 

probe. Ray-tracing simulation in Fig. 3-1b shows that FL of angle shear wave probe was 

correctly calculated for the flat refracting surface oriented normally to the probe. (Recall that 

speed of propagation of the longitudinal UT wave in heavy water chw ≈1.38mm/μs, while speed 

of propagation of the shear UT wave in the PT material Zr-2.5%Nb czr ≈2.35mm/μs).  

 

On the other hand, Fig. 3-1a shows that spherically focused angle probe does not have the focal 

point after refraction on the cylindrical surface. This occurs because such surface distorts the 

converging spherical wave front, transmitted by the angle probe. In order to obtain the focal 

point for the angle probe after refraction on flat, cylindrical or spherical surfaces, the working 

surface of the transducer should have a more complex curved shape. This shape can be 

calculated using e.g. the Snell’s law of refraction, geometrical acoustics approximation, and 

method of imaginary (virtual) acoustic source. 

 

Fig. 3-1a shows that in the circumferential direction, the CW and CCW probes are much 

stronger focused on the OD than on the ID. It has already been mentioned that this occurs 

because of the additional focusing provided by the cylindrically concave inner and outer 

surfaces of the PT, which work actually as a second focusing acoustic lens. As a result, there 

are two converging lenses (probe acoustic lens and PT cylindrically concave surfaces), working 

together in the circumferential direction; and their total FL is less than 33mm. Subsequently, in 

the circumferential direction, the CW and CCW transducers are focused mainly on the PT OD.  

 

Emphasize that, since the circumferentially positioned probes, CW and CCW, have been 

designed to detect and size primarily the axial flaws, it means these probes should be properly 
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focused especially in the circumferential direction. Their focusing in the axial direction is 

definitely a secondary issue. When such probe is properly focused in the circumferential 

direction, i.e. when the UT beam in the circumferential direction is narrow, then reflection from 

the flaw is strong. See e.g. a good focusing of the converging blue rays in Fig. 3-1a at the OD. 

Such a good focusing of the blue rays on the OD (i.e. a rather narrow UT beam at the OD) 

leads to a strong reflection from the OD flaw. At the same time, when probe is poorly focused 

in the circumferential direction, i.e. when the UT beam is wide, then reflection from the flaw is 

weak. See e.g. a poor focusing of the diverging green rays in Fig. 3-1a at the ID. Such a poor 

focusing of the green rays on the ID (i.e. a wide UT beam at the ID) leads to a weak reflection 

from the ID flaw because a wide diverging UT beam (green rays) mainly misses the ID flaw.      

 

It is clear now why the ID flaw response is always weaker than the OD one. To improve the 

ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance, the following methods can be proposed:  Shorten the WP by moving shear wave probes out of their positions in the RPM closer 

to the PT ID, thus proving a better focusing on the ID.  Use spherically focused probes with larger FL, which provide a better ID focusing.      Design novel rectangular “bi-curved” probes, focused differently in the axial and 

circumferential directions. Such probes will provide good focusing in both directions 

(circumferential and axial) simultaneously, leading respectively to high detectability, 

resolution, sensitivity and accuracy of measurements in all directions.  

 

Fig. 3-2 shows the ray-tracing simulation performed for the standard shear wave angle CCW 

probes with different shorten WP. Note that analogous acoustic field in the circumferential 

direction is also created by the CW probe.    

     
Figure 3-2. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in circumferential direction. Probe: 

standard CCW, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, α=25
0
, shorten WP=20.6mm–6mm=14.6mm 

(a), shorten WP=20.6mm–9.6mm=11mm (b). 

 

We performed the “Imagine-3D” simulations for different shorten WP, and the best results (i.e. 

results providing the best possible ID/OD focusing balance) are presented in Fig. 3-2. As one 

can see, the standard shear wave probe with the shorten WP provides a more balanced ID/OD 

focusing (compare with Fig. 3-1a). However, the decreased WP, which leads to a more 

balanced but worse focusing on the OD, will most probably cause the OD flaw detection 

deterioration in the PE mode and general performance degradation in the PC mode for flaw 

detection and particularly for sizing, because such “de-focusing” on the OD can decrease the 

response amplitudes from the OD flaws. In other words, this technique provides a better 

focusing on the PT ID at the expense of the worse focusing on the OD, because the probe focal 
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zone just slightly moves from the PT OD to the ID, and probe’s depth of field of course does 

not change.    

 

Recall that “Imagine-3D” software is based on the geometrical acoustics approximation, and 

therefore it has significant accuracy limitations. Fig. 3-2 shows that probably the standard 

probe with the shorten WP=11mm provides the most balanced focusing in the circumferential 

direction. However, only the experimental tests can give the final and accurate optimum WP 

values (see Section 4) providing the most balanced focusing in the circumferential direction.      

    

Fig. 3-3 shows the ray-tracing simulations performed for the spherically focused probe with 

extended FL and at the standard WP=20.6mm. Note that analogous acoustic field in the 

circumferential direction is also created by the CW probe. 

 

 
Figure 5.3. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in circumferential direction. Probe: 

novel spherically focused CCW, FL=48mm, fc=10MHz, D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. 

 

3.2 FW and BW probes in the axial PE mode 
Acoustic field of the standard shear wave FW angle probe in the axial direction is presented in 

Fig. 3-4. The analogous acoustic field in the axial direction is also created by the BW probe. 

          
Figure 3-4. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in the circumferential direction (a) 

and axial direction (b). Probe: standard shear wave angle FW, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, 

D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=21
0
. 

 

As one can see, the FW probe is focused in the middle of the PT wall in the circumferential 

direction (see Fig. 3-4a). Fig. 3-4a clearly demonstrates that spherically focused probe has focal 
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point after refraction and subsequent reflection on the cylindrical surface oriented normally to 

the probe. Ray-tracing simulation in Fig. 3-4a shows that FL of standard angle shear wave 

probe was correctly calculated for cylindrical refracting surface oriented normally to the probe. 

On the other hand, Fig. 3-4b shows that spherically focused angle probe does not have the focal 

point after refraction on the flat surface. This occurs because such surface distorts the 

converging spherical wave front, transmitted by the angle probe. In order to obtain the focal 

point for angle probe after refraction on flat, cylindrical or spherical surfaces, the working 

surface of the transducer should have a more complex curved shape. It can be shown, for 

example, that in order to create a focal point below a flat refracting surface water/metal the 

angle probe should have an ellipsoidal shape [2]. 

 

Fig. 3-4b also shows that in the axial direction, the FW and BW probes are stronger focused on 

the OD than on the ID. The situation is much better than focusing of the CW and CCW probes 

in the circumferential direction. Nevertheless, the FW and BW probes are also focused more on 

the OD than the ID because of the additional focusing of the PT surface in the circumferential 

direction and distortion of the angle spherical wave front in the axial direction.  

 

Emphasize that axially positioned probes, FW and BW, have been designed to detect and size 

primarily the circumferential flaws; it means these probes should be properly focused 

especially in the axial direction (see Fig. 3-4b). Their focusing in the circumferential direction 

is a secondary issue.   

 

We performed the ray-tracing simulation for the standard shear wave angle FW probes with 

different shorten WP, and the best results (i.e. results providing the best possible ID/OD 

focusing balance) are shown in Fig. 3-5 Note that analogous acoustic field in the axial direction 

is also created by the BW probe.  

       
Figure 3-5. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in axial direction. Probe: standard 

FW, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, α=21
0
, shorten WP=20.6mm–3mm=17.6mm (a), 

shorten WP=20.6mm–1.6mm=19mm (b). 

 

As one can see, the standard shear wave probes with the shorten WP provide a more balanced 

ID/OD focusing (compare with Fig. 3-4b). However, the decreased WP provides a better 

focusing on the PT ID at the expense of the worse focusing on the OD, because probe focal 

zone just slightly moves from the PT OD to the ID, and probe’s depth of field does not change.    

 

Fig. 3-5 shows that probably the standard probe with the shorten WP=19mm provides the most 

balanced focusing in the axial direction. However, only the experimental tests can give the final 
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and accurate optimum WP values (see Section 4) providing the most balanced focusing in the 

axial direction.      

 

Fig. 3-6 shows the ray-tracing simulation performed for the spherically focused probe with 

extended FL and at the standard WP=20.6mm. Note that analogous acoustic field in the axial 

direction is also created by the BW probe. 

 
Figure 3-6. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in axial direction. Probe: novel 

spherically focused FW, FL=38mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=21
0
. 

 

3.3 Discussion 

As one can see, the shear wave spherically focused probes with extended FL and standard WP 

provide very balanced ID/OD focusing. Such probes form the narrow acoustic beams focused 

approximately in the middle of the PT wall. As a result, these probes create rather small and 

almost equal beam spots on both surfaces, the ID and OD, thus providing good detectability, 

resolution, sensitivity, and sizing accuracy in both PE and PC modes for the ID and OD flaws. 

Emphasize that this technique, employing the long-focused angle probe, provides a good 

focusing simultaneously on the PT ID and OD, because the long-focused probe has a large 

focal zone and large depth of field. To illustrate this statement, the acoustic fields of the 

standard shear wave probe and the long-focused probe are shown in Fig. 3-7.   

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-7. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation of probe acoustic fields in water: a - standard 

ANDE shear wave probe, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm; b –long-focused shear wave probe, 

FL=45mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm. 

 

For a better comparison, the acoustic fields (ray-tracing simulations) of the standard CCW 

probe at the normal WP and two shorten WP, and also the long-focused probe in the 

circumferential direction are shown in water in Fig. 3-8. One can clearly see that standard 

CCW probe at the shorten WP (see Fig. 3-8b) provides rather good focusing: better than 

standard CCW probe at the standard WP (Fig. 3-8a), but worse than the long-focused 
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probe.(see Fig. 3-8c), which provides much better focusing at the PT ID than two other probes. 

Acoustic fields (ray-tracing simulation) of the standard FW probe at the normal WP and two 

shorten WP, and also the long-focused FW shear wave angle probe in the axial direction are 

shown in Fig. 3-9. One can clearly see again that standard FW probe at the slightly shorten WP 

(see Fig. 3-9b) also provides the better focusing: better than standard currently used FW probe 

at the standard WP (see Fig. 3-9a), but worse than the long-focused probe.(see Fig. 3-9c), 

which provides much better focusing at the PT ID than two other probes. Note that analogous 

acoustic fields in the circumferential and axial directions are also created by the CW and BW 

probes, respectively.  

 

Parameters of the angle shear wave probe position and PT parameters, used above, were 

nominal. And even at these conditions, in the PE mode there are disbalance of the ID/OD flaw 

sensitivity and non-uniformity of the detection level. However, if the probe positions and 

orientations and parameters of probes, PT and heavy water differ from the nominal ones due to 

the RPM offset (see Section 6.1 for details) and temperature variations (see Section 6.2 for 

details), then the detection level non-uniformity and the ID/OD flaw sensitivity disbalance can 

be significantly greater. Respectively, the probe performance in the PE mode, i.e. the detection 

and sizing of flaws at the large offsets and elevated temperatures, can be compromised.   

         
Figure 3-8. “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulation in water in circumferential direction. a - 

standard shear wave CCW probe, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, α=25
0
, standard 

WP=20.6mm. b - standard shear wave CCW probe with shorten WP=20.6mm-6mm=14.6mm. 

c - standard shear wave CCW probe with shorten WP=20.6mm-9.6mm=11mm. d – long-

focused CCW probe, FL=45mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, standard WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. 

 

     
Figure 3-9. “Imagine-3D” beam-tracing simulation in water in axial direction. a - standard 

ANDE FW shear wave probe, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, α=21
0
, standard 

WP=20.6mm,. b - standard FW probe with shorten WP=20.6mm-1.6mm= =19mm. c - standard 

FW probe with shorten WP=20.6mm-3mm= =17.6mm. d – long-focused FW probe, 

FL=38mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, standard WP=20.6mm, α=21
0
.  
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4 Experimental testing in the PE mode 

Special calibrated, computerized scanning UT system was employed for testing. This system 

includes Winspect data acquisition software, SONIX STR-8100 digitizer card and UTEX UT-

340 pulser-receiver. 

 

Standard shear wave angle probes (FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm) were tested at standard 

WP=20.6mm and at different shorten WP. The long-focused probes with D=9,5mm, f=10MHz, 

and FL=45mm and FL=36mm were tested at a standard WP=20.6mm. These long-focused 

probes were selected among different probes, because values of their FL are the closest ones to 

the optimum FL values, which can provide the maximum ID/OD sensitivity balance and were 

obtained using “Imagine-3D” simulation.  

 

Using different probes, the 2D PE amplitude C-scans were performed on the ID and OD axial 

and circumferential rectangular calibration notches (0.15mm deep, 0.15mm wide and 6mm 

long) made in the PT specimen. The goal of these tests was to determine the detection 

uniformity and ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance. All tests were performed in water. The results, 

2D amplitude axial-circumferential PE C-scans of the PT specimen, are presented below for the 

different cases.  

 

4.1 CW and CCW probes in the circumferential PE mode 
Fig. 4-1 shows the obtained images for the CCW standard angle shear wave probe with 

FL=33mm at the standard WP=20.6mm. Very similar results were obtained using standard 

ANDE angle shear wave transducer as the CW probe.    

 

    
 

Figure 4-1. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water. Flaws: ID and 

OD axial calibration notches 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: standard 

CCW, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. UTEX settings: output voltage 

200V, pulse duration 12nsec, both filters off, gain 12dB. 

 

Fig. 4-1 shows that for standard shear wave angle probe, the ID response is really less than the 

OD one. The ID and OD response amplitudes are 28% and 90%, respectively, and the 

amplitude ratio is N=AOD/AID=3.2 (or ~10dB) for the circumferentially positioned CW and 

CCW probes.   

OD notch 

ID notch 



Such ID/OD flaw sensitivity disbalance occurs, as it has been already explained above, because 

the standard shear wave angle probes are not properly focused in the middle of the PT wall due 

to the PT cylindrically concave inner and outer surfaces. 

 

As it has been discussed above in Section 3, the problem of the ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance 

can be solved, at least partially, employing the standard probes with shorten WP (by moving 

probes out of their positions in the RPM closer to the PT ID) or by employing probes with 

extended FL. In both cases, a better focusing on the PT ID will be provided.  

 

We performed tests for different shorten WP, and the best results, providing the best possible 

ID/OD sensitivity balance, are shown below in Fig. 4-2. This Fig. 4-2 presents the results of 

scanning the ID and OD axial calibration notches using the standard shear wave angle CCW 

probe with FL=33mm at two shorten WP=14.6mm and WP=11mm. Very similar results were 

obtained using standard ANDE shear wave transducer with shorten WP as the CW probe.  

   

 
 

Figure 4-2a. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water. Flaws: ID and 

OD axial calibration notches 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: CCW 

standard shear wave, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, shorten WP=20.6mm-6mm=14.6mm, 

α=25
0
. UTEX gain 17dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-2b. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water. Flaws: ID and 

OD axial calibration notches 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: CCW 

standard shear wave, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, shorten WP=20.6mm–9.6mm=11mm, 

α=25
0
. UTEX gain 22dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 
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As one can see, standard shear wave angle probes with shorten WP really provide the more 

balanced ID/OD flaw sensitivity. The ID and OD response amplitudes are 61% and 85%, 

respectively, and the ratio is N=1.4 (or ~3dB) for the circumferentially positioned CW and 

CCW probes at WP=14.6mm. The ID and OD response amplitudes are 67% and 84%, 

respectively, and the ratio is N=1.25 (or ~2dB) for the circumferentially positioned CW and 

CCW probes at WP=11mm.  

 

Comparison of Figs. 4-2a and 4-2b shows that the best detection uniformity level and the 

minimum ID/OD sensitivity dis-balance (about ~2dB) in the circumferential direction can be 

achieved at the very small WP=11mm. It means that standard CW and CCW shear wave angle 

probes should be significantly shifted in their sockets in the RPM towards the PT ID in order to 

reduce the ID/OD sensitivity disbalance. However, even in that case, it is impossible to reach 

the required ID/OD sensitivity balance. Moreover, the CW and CCW probes will significantly 

protrude from the RPM leading to other possible problems: possible damage of the PT ID and 

probes, additional UT reflections, and possible cross-talk between probes, and so on.    

 

Recall that in general, the decreased WP, leading actually to the de-focusing on the OD, causes 

the response amplitudes decrease on the OD flaws and can entail the deterioration in the OD 

flaw detection, resolution and sizing. 

 

Fig. 4-3 shows the results of scanning the ID and OD axial calibration notches employing  

probe with extended FL=45mm (used as the CCW probe). Very similar results were obtained 

using this transducer with extended FL as the CW probe.    

 

 
 

Figure 4-3. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water. Flaws: ID and 

OD axial calibration notches 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: CCW long-

focused, FL=45mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. UTEX gain 15dB. Color scale 

is shown in Fig. 4-1. 
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As one can see, probes with extended FL provide well-balanced ID/OD flaw sensitivity. The ID 

and OD response amplitudes are 79% and 83%, respectively, and the ratio is N=1.05 (or 

~0.5dB) for the circumferentially positioned CW and CCW probes.  

 

4.2 FW and BW probes in the axial PE mode 
Fig. 4-4 shows the obtained images for the FW standard angle shear wave probe with 

FL=33mm at the standard WP=20.6mm. Very similar results were obtained using standard 

angle shear wave transducer as the BW probe.    

 

 
 

Figure 4-4. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water: Flaws: ID and 

OD circumferential calibration notches 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: 

standard FW, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=21
0
. UTEX gain 14dB. Color 

scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

Fig. 4-4 shows that for standard shear wave angle probe, the ID response is really less than the 

OD one. The ID and OD response amplitudes are 52% and 85%, respectively, and the ratio is 

N=1.6 (or ~4dB) for the axially positioned FW and BW probes.  

 

As it has been discussed above in Section 3, the problem of the ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance 

can be solved, at least partially, employing the standard probes with shorten WP (by using 

shims and moving probes out of their positions in the RPM closer to the PT ID) or by 

employing the novel spherically focused probes with extended FL. In both cases, a better 

focusing on the PT ID will be provided.  

 

We performed tests for different shorten WP, and the best results (i.e. results providing the best 

possible ID/OD sensitivity balance) are shown below in Fig. 4-5. This Fig. 4-5 presents the 

results of scanning the ID and OD circumferential calibration notches using the standard shear 

wave angle FW probe with FL=33mm at two shorten WP=19mm and WP=17.6mm. Very 

similar results were obtained using standard ANDE shear wave transducer with shorten WP as 

the BW probe.    
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Figure 4-5a. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water. Flaws: ID and 

OD circumferential calibration notches 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: FW 

standard shear wave, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, shorten WP=20.6mm–1.6mm=19mm, 

α=25
0
. UTEX gain 20dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4-5b. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water. Flaws: ID and 

OD circumferential calibration notches 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: FW 

standard shear wave, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, shorten WP=20.6mm–3mm=17.6mm, 

α=25
0
. UTEX gain 17dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

As one can see, standard shear wave angle probes with shorten WP really provide the more 

balanced ID/OD flaw sensitivity. The ID and OD response amplitudes are 88% and 92%, 

respectively, and the ratio is just N=1.05 (or ~0.5dB) for the axially positioned FW and BW 

probes at WP=19mm. The response ID and OD amplitudes are 80% and 69%, respectively and 

the ratio is N=0.83 (or ~ -1.5dB) for the axially positioned FW and BW probes at WP=17.6mm 

(note that in this case the ID response amplitude is greater than the OD response amplitude).  

 

Comparison of Figs. 4-5a and 4-5b shows that the best detection uniformity level and the 

minimum ID/OD sensitivity disbalance in the axial direction can be achieved at the large 
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WP=19mm. It means that standard FW and BW shear wave angle probes can be just slightly 

shifted in their sockets in the RPM towards the PT ID in order to provide pretty close values of 

the ID and OD responses (~0.5dB difference). At the same time, Fig. 4-5b clearly shows that 

the ID response becomes stronger than the OD response (about ~1.5dB) at the WP=17.6mm. It 

means that this WP is already too short, because at this WP the FW probe is focused mainly on 

the ID, but not on the OD.    

 

Recall that in general, the decreased WP, leading actually to the de-focusing on the OD, causes 

the response amplitudes decrease on the OD flaws and can entail the deterioration in the OD 

flaw detection, resolution and sizing. 

 

Fig. 4-6 shows the results of scanning the ID and OD circumferential calibration notches 

employing probe with extended FL=36mm (used as the FW probe). Very similar results were 

obtained using this novel transducer with extended FL as the BW probe.    

 

   
 

Figure 4-6. 2D axial-circumferential PE amplitude C-scan performed in water. Flaws: ID and 

OD circumferential calibration notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: FW 

new spherically focused, FL=36mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. UTEX gain 

19dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

As one can see, probes with extended FL provide well-balanced ID/OD flaw sensitivity. The ID 

and OD response amplitudes are 82% and 86%, respectively, and the ratio is N=1.05 (or 

~0.5dB) for the axially positioned FW and BW probes.      

 

5 Experimental testing in the PC mode 

Standard shear wave angle probes (FL=33mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm) were also tested in both 

PC modes (axial and circumferential) at the standard WP=20.6mm and at the shorten WP. The 

long-focused probes, with D=9,5mm, FL=45mm, FL=36mm, and f=10MHz were tested at the 

standard WP=20.6mm. These long-focused probes were selected among different probes 

OD notch 

ID notch 



because their FL values are the closest ones to the optimum FL values, which can provide the 

minimum cross-over area of two directivity patterns at the ID and were obtained using 

“Imagine-3D” simulation. 

 

Using different probes, the 3D PC B-scans were performed on the shallow circumferential and 

axial ID rectangular calibration notches 0.15mm wide, 6mm long, and 0.076mm deep made in 

the PT specimen.  

 

The goal of these tests was to investigate the detectability, sensitivity, resolution, and 

measurement accuracy for various cases of the UT beam focusing. It is obvious that all these 

parameters are directly related to the degree of the UT beams crossover on the PT ID, i.e. to the 

position of the cross-section area of two directivity patterns for probes in the each PC pair: for 

the shear wave angle probes CW-CCW positioned in the circumferential direction, and for the 

FW-BW shear wave angle probes positioned in the axial direction.   

 

5.1 CW and CCW probes in the circumferential PC mode 
The results, 2D axial-circumferential PC B-scans and amplitude C-scans derived of 3D B-scans 

of the PT specimen, are presented below for the different cases. Fig. 5-1 shows circumferential 

PC images of the ID shallow axial calibration notch obtained using the standard angle shear 

wave CW-CCW probes with FL=33mm at the standard WP=20.6mm. 

 

      
 

Figure 5-1. 2D circumferential B-scan (a) and amplitude C-scan (b) derived of 3D B-scan in 

circumferential PC mode in water. Flaw: ID axial calibration notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide 

and 0.076mm deep. Probes: CW-CCW pair, standard shear wave angle, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, 

D=9.5mm, standard WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. UTEX gain 23dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

 

The results of circumferential PC scanning of the ID shallow axial calibration notch, obtained 

employing the standard shear wave angle CW-CCW probes with shorten WP=20.6mm-

9.6mm=11mm are shown in Fig. 5-2. Recall that we performed tests for different shorten WP, 

and only the best results (i. e. results providing maximum sensitivity, resolution and 

measurements accuracy) are presented in Fig. 5-2.  

 

The images in Figs. 5-1 and 5-2 clearly show that standard shear wave angle probes with 

FL=33mm at the nominal and shorten WP can hardly detect and cannot size a shallow ID notch 

0.076mm deep. 
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Figure 5-2. 2D circumferential B-scan (a) and amplitude C-scan (b) derived of 3D B-scan in 

circumferential PC mode in water. Flaw: ID axial calibration notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide 

and 0.076mm deep. Probes: CW-CCW pair, standard ANDE shear wave angle, FL=33mm, 

f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, shorten WP=20.6mm-9.6mm=11mm, α=25
0
. UTEX gain 24dB. Color 

scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

 

The results of circumferential PC scanning of the ID shallow axial notch, obtained employing 

the long-focused CW-CCW probes with extended FL=45mm, are shown in Fig. 5-3.  

 

     
 

 
 

Figure 5-3. 2D circumferential B-scan (a), amplitude C-scan (b) and zoomed area A (c) derived 

of 3D B-scan in circumferential PC mode in water. Flaw: ID axial calibration notch 6mm long, 

0.15mm wide and 0.076mm deep. Probes: CW-CCW pair, novel long-focused, FL=45mm, 

f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, standard WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. UTEX gain 20dB. Color scale is shown in 

Fig. 4-1. 
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Fig. 5-3 demonstrates that novel probes with large FL can more or less clearly detect a shallow 

ID notch (see Figs. 5-3b and 5-3c) and even measure its depth (see Figs. 5-3c). However, the 

reflection from the shallow notch tip is rather weak.  

 

For comparison and in order to demonstrate the advantages and abilities of the high-frequency 

probes (see Section 6.3 for details), the results of circumferential PC scanning of the ID axial 

shallow notch, obtained employing the 15MHz and 20MHz CW-CCW probes with extended 

FL are shown in Figs. 5-4 and 5-5. 
 

     
 

Figure 5-4. 2D circumferential B-scan (a) and amplitude C-scan (b) derived of 3D B-scan in 

circumferential PC mode in water. Flaw: ID axial notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.076mm 

deep. Probes: CW-CCW pair, novel long-focused, FL=39mm, f=15MHz, D=9.5mm, standard 

WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. UTEX gain 30dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 
 

      
 

Figure 5-5. 2D circumferential B-scan (a) and amplitude C-scan (b) derived of 3D B-scan in 

circumferential PC mode in water. Flaw: ID axial notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.076mm 

deep. Probes: CW-CCW pair, novel long-focused, FL=39mm, f=20MHz, D=9.5mm, standard 

WP=20.6mm, α=25
0
. UTEX gain 34dB. Color scale is shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

 

5.2 FW and BW probes in the axial PC mode 
Fig. 5-6 shows the axial PC images of the shallow ID circumferential calibration notch 

obtained using the standard angle shear wave FW-BW probes with FL=33mm at the standard 

WP=20.6mm. 
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Figure 5-6. 2D axial B-scan (a) and amplitude C-scan (b) derived of 3D B-scan in axial PC 

mode in water. Flaw: ID circumferential calibration notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 

0.076mm deep. Probes: FW-BW pair, standard ANDE shear wave angle, FL=33mm, 

f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, standard WP=20.6mm, α=21
0
. UTEX gain 14dB. Color scale is shown in 

Fig. 4-1. 

 
 

Fig. 5-7 presents the results of axial PC scanning of the ID shallow circumferential calibration 

notch obtained using the standard shear wave angle FW-BW probes with FL=33mm at the 

shorten WP=20.6mm-1.6mm=19mm. Recall that we performed tests for different shorten WP, 

and only the best results (i.e. results providing maximum sensitivity, resolution and 

measurements accuracy) are presented in Fig.5-7. 

 

     
   

Figure 5-7. 2D axial B-scan (a) and amplitude C-scan (b) derived of 3D B-scan in axial PC 

mode in water. Flaw: ID circumferential calibration notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 

0.076mm deep. Probes: FW-BW pair, standard shear wave angle, FL=33mm, f=10MHz, 

D=9.5mm, shorten WP=20.6mm-1.6mm=19mm, α=21
0
. UTEX gain 14dB. Color scale is 

shown in Fig. 4-1. 

 

 

Fig. 5-8 shows the results of axial PC scanning of the shallow ID circumferential calibration 

notch obtained employing the long-focused FW-BW probes with FL=36mm. 
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Figure 5-8. 2D axial B-scan (a) and amplitude C-scan (b) derived of 3D B-scan in axial PC 

mode in water. Flaw: ID circumferential notch 6mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.076mm deep. 

Probes: FW-BW pair, novel long-focused, FL=36mm, f=10MHz, D=9.5mm, standard 

WP=20.6mm, α=21
0
. UTEX gain 23dB. Color scale is in Fig. 4-1. 

 

 
5.3 Discussion 

The obtained results, presented in Figs. 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8, show that standard 

shear wave angle probes with FL=33mm at the nominal and shorten WP can detect but cannot 

size a shallow ID notch 0.076mm deep; and even detection (see Figs. 5-1b, 5-2b, 5-6b, and 5-

7b) is rather vague. However, novel probes with large FL can more clearly detect a shallow 

notch (see Figs. 5-3b and 5-8b) and even measure its depth (see Figs. 5-3c and 5-8a).  

 

It means that these novel probes really create the narrowest crossover areas of the UT beams. In 

other words, they provide the best focusing of both probes directivity patterns on the PT ID, i.e. 

exactly in the middle of the UT beam trajectory within the PT wall [1], because only in this 

case the PC images of the ID flaws will have the best quality and highest detectability, 

sensitivity, resolution and measurement accuracy.    

 

Recall again that all these results were obtained for the ideal conditions: the properly centered 

RPM, nominal PT ID, room temperature, nominal PT wall thickness, zero PT sag, etc. If these 

conditions are not nominal, then the crossover area is shifted from the PT ID, and respectively 

the system performance deteriorates, leading to the lower detectability, resolution, sensitivity 

and measurement accuracy.   

 
The respective “Imagine-3D” simulations show that at the large offsets (does not matter, 

positive or negative in comparison with the nominal zero offset) and at the elevated 

temperature 50
o
C, the UT beams (the directivity patterns) of the standard shear wave angle PC 

probes crossover in the area inside the PT wall (but not at the PT ID anymore) in the both 

circumferential and axial PC modes of operation. 

 

Recall that total specified range of the offsets (see all details in [3] and some details in Section 

6.1) lies from -5.3mm to +9.3mm (in comparison with the nominal zero offset) for both PC 

techniques.   
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Note also that at the elevated temperature 50
o
C (see all details in [4] and some details in 

Section 6.2) the speed of the UT wave propagation in heavy water D2O increases ~5% in 

comparison with speed at the room temperature 22
o
C, while at the same time the speed of the 

UT wave propagation in the PT material ZrNb decreases ~1% in the same temperature rage. 

This, respectively, leads to the decrease of the refraction angles at the interface D2O/ZrNb from 

the nominal values about ~6.5% for the circumferential PC mode and about ~5.3% for the axial 

PC mode of operation [4]. Moreover, at the elevated temperatures, the probe FL usually 

changes about ~4-9% due to deformation of the acoustic lens because of the thermal stress [5].   
 

6 Future ways of investigation 

6.1 Influence of offset 
All UT transducers in the probe module of the CANDU reactor inspection systems should work 

without deterioration at significant radial offset (displacement) from their nominal positions. 

This radial offset occurs due to the various reasons: the PT sag, PT ID increase, PT wall 

thickness decrease, and probe module de-centering [3]. In total, due to all these factors, at the 

end of the PT design life (30 years) the radial offset of the angle shear wave probes varies 

from -5.3mm to +9.3mm [3]. As result, the standard angle shear wave probes, working in the 

PC mode, do not meet the inspection requirements approximately within the half of this offset 

range [3].  

 

Note also, that the ID/OD flaw sensitivity disbalance and detection level vary from ~6dB to 

~11dB for the circumferential PE techniques [3], while the response amplitudes vary about 

~30dB, within the specified range of the offsets from -5.3mm to +9.3mm for both PC 

techniques: axial and circumferential [3]. It occurs because the offset change leads to the 

variations in the UT beam incident angle, refraction angle, water-path, trajectory, and focusing. 

As result, the probe focal area in the PE mode and the UT beams crossover area of two 

directivity patterns in the PC mode shift significantly with offset. It leads to the additional non-

uniformity of the detection level and ID/OD flaw sensitivity disbalance in the PE modes, and to 

the additional shift of the crossover area position from the PT ID in the PC modes.  

 

It is obvious, that standard shear wave angle probes with the shorten WP will not also meet the 

requirements within the specified offset range, because the probe’s depth of field does not 

change. At the same time, as it was shown in [3], the novel long-focused probes will meet the 

inspection requirements within a very wide offset range, because these probes have rather large 

depth of field. 

 

Note also that the PT areas, where the probe offsets are large, appear at first in the middle of 

the PT length when these tubes are in service of about ~20 years, and then these areas are 

growing up with years in the axial and circumferential directions, reaching (as an estimate 

shows) ~10% of the total PT surface at the age of ~30 years of service. 

 

Emphasize once again the standard shear wave angle probes (at the standard WP and also at the 

shorten WP) do not maintain a uniform detection level and the ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance 

in the PE mode and do not maintain the crossover area location on the PT ID in the PC mode 

within the required offset range, because they are short-focused. The novel long-focused probes 

will give much more uniform responses at different offsets, will be more the ID/OD balanced in 

the PE modes, and will preserve the crossover area position on the PT ID in the PC modes, as 



one would expect because of their large FL. Similar advantages are expected to be achieved 

using the novel “bi-curved” probes [2].  

 

6.2 Influence of temperature variation 

According to the requirements, all UT probes in the CANDU inspection systems should work 

without deterioration within the specified range of temperatures from 22
0
C to 50

0
C. Due to the 

temperature variations, the UT wave incident angles, speed of propagation of the longitudinal 

acoustic waves in heavy water D2O, speed of propagation of the shear acoustic waves in the PT 

material Zr-2.5%Nb, refraction and reflection angles, geometrical parameters of PT (diameter 

and WT), UT pulse tragectory, UT pulse time-of-flight, probe parameters (particularly, the 

focal length and sensitivity), and other characteristics tend to change and deviate from the 

nominal values [4-5]. Note for example, that when temperature increases from 20
0
C to 50

0
C, 

the UT wave speed of propagation in D2O increases ~5% [4], while the speed of the UT wave 

propagation in ZrNb decreases ~1% [4], probe FL increases about ~4-9% [5], and response 

amplitude drops ~4-9dB  [5]. All these changes lead to the probes defocusing, misalignment, 

and performance deterioration, therefore they affect the inspection outcome, i.e. ability of the 

inspection system to detect, characterize and size flaws [4-5]. In other words, it is possible that 

standard shear wave angle probes will not maintain a uniform detection level and the ID/OD 

flaw sensitivity balance in the PE mode and will not preserve the crossover area position on the 

PT ID in the PC mode within the required temperature range from 22
0
C to 50

0
C. 

 

6.3 High-frequency probes 
It is definitely worthwhile to increase slightly the center frequency of all shear wave angle 

probes from currently used f=10MHz to f=15MHz. It will provide a smaller UT wavelength, 

better focusing (a narrower UT beam in the frontal direction) and a shorter UT pulse (i.e. better 

focusing in the axial direction). As result, it will definitely lead to a better detectability and 

higher sensitivity, resolution and measurement accuracy. Note that center frequency of the 

novel angle shear wave probes should not be too high in order to avoid a strong attenuation at a 

long cable. 

 

6.4 Bi-focused probes 
Novel rectangular “bi-curved” probes, focused differently in the circumferential and axial 

directions should contain a rectangular piezo-element with an acoustic lens cylindrically 

focused in both lateral directions - azimuthal and elevation – with different focal lengths [2]. 

This acoustic lens will have one curvature in the azimuthal lateral direction and another in the 

elevation lateral direction. As result, the acoustic beam in both directions will be focused 

approximately in the middle of the PT wall. To do this, the FL of the lens oriented in the PT 

circumferential direction should be larger than FL of the lens oriented in the PT axial direction, 

because of the additional focusing performed by the cylindrically concave inner and outer 

surfaces of the PT [2].  

 

The novel rectangular, bi-curved probes, focused differently in the circumferential and axial 

directions, should provide at the standard WP a very balanced ID/OD flaw sensitivity. As 

result, these probes will create rather small and almost equal beam spots on both PT surfaces, 

the ID and OD, thus providing the good detectability, resolution, sensitivity, and sizing 

accuracy in both PE and PC modes for the ID and OD flaws. Moreover, good focusing in both 

directions will increase the response amplitudes from all flaws. 

 



6.5 Angle probes having complex shape and focusing after refraction 

It has already been mentioned in Section 2 that spherically focused angle probes do not have 

the focal points after refraction on the flat or cylindrical surfaces. This occurs because such 

surfaces distort the converging spherical wave front, transmitted by the angle probe. In order to 

obtain the focal points for the angle probes after refraction on the flat, cylindrical or spherical 

surfaces, the working surface of the transducer should have a more complex curved shape. This 

shape can be calculated [2] using e.g. the Snell’s law of refraction, geometrical acoustics 

approximation, and method of imaginary (virtual) acoustic source (i.e. replacement of the real 

probe located in water by an imaginary probe located within the tube wall).  

 

It can be shown, for example, that in order to create a focal point below a flat refracting surface 

water/metal [2] the angle probe should have an ellipsoidal shape. The required probe should 

contain a rectangular piezo-element with acoustic lens cylindrically focused in both lateral 

directions - azimuthal and elevation – with different curvatures. The lens in the probe elevation 

lateral direction should be ellipsoidal. The lens in the probe azimuthal lateral direction should 

be spherical. Note that for the curved refraction surfaces (spherical or cylindrical) the probe’s 

profile will be more complicated than the ellipsoidal one. Such novel shear wave (axial and 

circumferential) angle probes with the curved working surfaces will create the focal points in 

all directions after refraction on the flat, cylindrical or spherical surfaces with goal to minimize 

the ID/OD flaw sensitivity imbalance.  

  

7 Conclusions 

1. This work was performed to analyze the causes, leading to the non-uniform detection level 

and the ID/OD flaw sensitivity imbalance for the standard shear wave angle probes, used 

for the PT inspection in the CANDU reactors and working in the PE mode, and also the 

degree of the UT beams crossover on the tube ID in the both circumferential and axial PC 

modes of operation; and to develop and test means providing a better ID/OD flaw 

sensitivity balance, i.e. having the ability to maintain approximately equal response from 

both the ID and OD calibration notches in the PE mode, and improving the degree of the 

UT beams crossover on the PT ID in the PC mode. 

2. The physical reasoning and results of the “Imagine-3D” ray-tracing simulations show that 

in the circumferential direction, the standard shear wave angle probes are focused mainly 

on the PT OD because of the additional focusing provided by the cylindrically concave 

inner and outer surfaces of the PT, which work actually as a second focusing acoustic lens. 

As result, there are two converging lenses – the probe acoustic lens and the PT cylindrically 

concave surfaces - working together in the circumferential direction, and their total focal 

length is less than specified value FL=33mm. 

3. The spherically focused angle transducers do not have the focal points after the angle 

refraction and reflection on the flat or spherical surfaces. This occurs because these surfaces 

distort the oblique converging spherical wave front, transmitted by the angle probe. 

Consequently, the acoustic fields of all four shear wave angle probes (CW, CCW, FW and 

BW) after refraction at the PT ID and reflection from the PT OD do not have the focal 

points. Their “focal areas” are rather distorted and stretched.  

4. Experiments showed that for the standard shear wave angle probes, used for the PT 

inspection, at the standard WP=20.6mm, the ID response is significantly less than the OD 

one: the difference is ~9dB for the circumferentially positioned probes (CW and CCW) and 

~5dB for the axially positioned probes (FW and BW).   



5. To improve the ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance in the PE mode and the degree of the UT 

beams crossover on the PT ID in the PC mode, three methods were suggested: shorten the 

WP by moving shear wave probes out of the probe module in order to provide a better 

focusing on the ID; design novel spherically focused probes with extended FL and long 

depth of field leading to the better ID and OD focusing; and design novel rectangular “bi-

curved” probes, focused differently in the axial and circumferential directions and creating 

rather small and almost equal focal areas (UT beam spots) on the PT ID and OD. 

6. The problem of the detection level uniformity and the ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance can 

be partially solved by using the standard shear wave angle probes with a shorten WP, 

applying shims and moving probes out of the probe module closer to the PT ID. Standard 

shear wave angle probes with the shorten WP provide the more uniform detection level and 

more balanced ID/OD flaw sensitivity. The difference is ~2dB for circumferentially 

positioned probes (CW and CCW) with WP=11mm and ~0.5dB for the axially positioned 

probes (FW and BW) with WP=19mm. However, the decreased WP leads to the de-

focusing on the OD and diminishes the OD flaw response amplitudes, which in turn leads to 

the deterioration in the ability to detect the OD flaws and perform sizing. 

7. The detection level of uniformity and the ID/OD flaw sensitivity balance can be improved 

by employing novel spherically focused probes with extended FL, which provide a better 

focusing on the PT ID and OD simultaneously. These novel probes with extended FL 

provide uniform ID/OD detection level and well-balanced ID/OD flaw sensitivity. The 

difference is ~0.5dB for all novel long-focused shear wave probes: circumferential (i.e. CW 

and CCW probes with FL=45mm) and axial (i.e. FW and BW probes with FL=36mm).  

8. The obtained results show that standard shear wave angle probes at the shorten WP provide 

narrower crossover areas than standard probes at the standard WP=20.6mm, however the 

best results (i.e. the most narrow crossover areas) were obtained using novel long-focused 

probes. 

9. The future ways of investigation, leading to the more reliable and accurate results 

concerning the detectability, resolution, sensitivity and measurement accuracy in the PE 

and PC modes of operation, were determined.  
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